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950 Slicer
Vertical Slicing

Ross 950 series slicers utilize vertical chutes to position formed products for precision  
slicing of nearly any type of protein. With a rate of up to 100 slices per chute, per  
minute, the 950 offers a solution for processors who require efficient, high volume slicing.

Ross offers four different version of the 950 designed to meet specific process demands. 

  > Consistent slice yields at up to 100 slices per chute per minute
  > Chutes are easy to load allowing for near continuous slicing operation
  > Dual chutes and separate discharge conveyors (950-6/8) provide the option to slice   

     multiple products of same thickness simultaneously
  > Shingle and stack options available for thin sliced products.

ways the 950 slicer maximizes your roi

  > Custom-built chutes to your specification or choose from hundreds of stock designs
  > Variable slice and conveyor speed adjustments enable operators to match slicer  

     performance with process requirements (variable speed blade options available)
  > Adjustable slice thickness during operation

game changing standard features

GRAVITY-FED HIGH -VOLUME VERTICAL SLICING OF CRUST 
FROZEN AND TEMPERED MEATS

Better, Smarter Processing Solutions
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Virtual Demo

950 Slicer
Vertical Slicing

Dimensions 68” L x 30” W x 38” H*
173cm x 76cm x 97cm

Power requirements 200-575V,  50/60Hz,  25-8A

Chute size Variable

Slice rate Up to 100/min (per chute)

Product temperature 25°F to 29°F (-4°C to –2°C)

Specifications

Choose from hundreds 
of premade chutes or 
have Ross design to 
your specifications

Multiple blade options 
for slicing versatility

Advanced controls allow 
processors to fine tune 
slicing during operation

Product Use case RPM Slice thickness Chute size Blade type

950-3 Ground products such 
as sausage

300 0.25” to  1.5” Up to 6” wide by 11” 
long

Smooth

950-4 Use in combination 
with feeding batter/
breading, freezer or 
oven lines

600 or 
900

0.25” to 1.5” Variable Smooth

950-6 Boneless eye round, 
ribeye, tenderloins, 
sirloin, beef jerky,  
poultry, seafood

600 or 
900

0.08” to 0.75” Up to 6” wide by 11” 
long

Smooth

950-8 Bone-in (pork only) or 
boneless eye round, 
ribeye, tenderloins, 
sirloin, beef jerky,  
poultry, seafood

600 or 
900

0.25” to  1.5” Up to 6” wide by 11” 
long

Smooth or 
serrated

A leader in versatility 


